
50k+ 62k+
@ S T E F A N O M A L A C H I E N G A G E M E N T S

He has travelled to 28 countries, experienced their 

local culture & gastronomy. Since he has reviewed 

lots of luxury hotel, he is mentioned as top 1% on 

Trip Advisor. In addition, his Instagram engagement 

rate is more than 4%.

Stefano Malachi promotes quality of lifestyle to 

connect a global community of luxury traveller, food 

enthusiast and fashion lover from Europe, USA and 

Asia. Since 2012, his social media has been attracted 

more than 50,000 followers. 

C O L L A B O R A T I O N

O P P O R T U N I T I E S

W E ’ V E  W O R K E D  W I T H

P A R T N E R S H I P

R A T E S

# G I F T E D Instagram Post

Instagram Story

Instagram Video

Instagram Highlight

£  2 0 0 . 0 0 Insta Campaign

£  3 5 0 . 0 0 Instagram Contest

£  5 0 0 . 0 0 Ambassadorship

B E S P O K E Tailored / Contract



Hutong in partnership Stefano Malachi #MalachiXHutong campaign aims to build strong brand awareness among 
potential visitors in the UK to visit Hutong at The Shard. The curated content on Instagram Contest becomes a visual 

inspiration for the potential diners to participate in the contest and win the giveaways to experience Hutong. 

400x 6% 35k

More than 400 comments
that participated

Stefano Malachi is invited for a luxury dining experience at Hutong The Shard to taste the 
Northern Chinese Cuisine in regards to Chinese New Year Limited Time; including nine 
different menu and two cocktails. 

The main goal of this campaign is to reach out future visitors from all over the world, 
especially foodies to let them know that Hutong The Shard offers a luxury dining experience 
while visiting London. Hutong itself wants to increase awareness especially during this 2019 
- Year of Pig - Chinese New Year Season.

Hutong in partnership with Stefano Malachi hosted an intagram contest with giveaways 
as the prize. The prize is a dining experiene for the winner plus one who’s tagged along in 
the comment. With the limited Chinese New Year Menu, Hutong wants to celebrate with 
everyone, which Stefano Malachi helps portray on his Instagram Post, Highlight & Story.

GOAL

STORY

SOLUTION

A Luxury Dining Experience at Hutong

Reaching Broader Audiences

Instagram Contest

With 6% engagement rate 
on the main post alone

Total 8 posts generates 
35,000 impressions

#MalachiXHutong

Case Study: Instagram Contest

Category: Food, Luxury

stefano.malachi@gmail.com

With Stefano Malachi’s featuring Hutong The Shard post on his Social Media, the 
hero post generates more than 5,000 impressions. More than 1,000 instagram story 
views in total target audience from Europe, USA and Asia. In total with the other 8 

posts, they generate more than 35,000 impressions. 



Tenzing in partnership Stefano Malachi #ChangeWithTenzing campaign aims to challenge consumers to think again 
about the food they eat, the exercise they do, and the lifestyle they lead. The curated content on both Instagram Post & 
Story to explain to audience what he has learned from Tenzing and encourage them to find out more about Tenzing.

102x 6% 5k

More than 102 website 
click through Insta Story

Stefano Malachi has been choosen to focus on one of Tenzing key pillar; plant-based diet, 
to promote Tenzing natural ingredients, low sugar, and low calories. Stefano Malachi then 
create a beautiful shot of eating a delicious plant based meal with a can of Tenzing.

The main goal of this campaign is to help audience to consider a number of key habits, which 
is a journey to enhance their well-being. From this plant-based diet that can lead to protect 
the environment, Tenzing also aim to increase awareness of how a small alterations to our 
daily routine could help protect the environment.

Tenzing is a positive habit with energy that leads to a well-being.  To deliver this, Stefano 
Malachi keeps the content focus on the benefits of living a healthy lifestyle. Hiis content feels 
upbeat, happy, authentic and fits naturally with his normal theme and style. Stefano Malachi 
shares how his healthy habit in the morning with Tenzing could help seize the day. 

GOAL

STORY

SOLUTION

Plant-Based Diet

Tenzing Should Be Consumed as Part of a Balanced Diet

Instagram Post & Stories

With 6% engagement rate 
on the main post alone

Total 2 posts generates 
5,378 impressions

#ChangeWithTenzing

Case Study: Instagram Campaign

Category: F&B, Lifestyle

stefano.malachi@gmail.com

With Stefano Malachi’s featuring Tenzing on his Social Media, a single post alone 
generates more than 3,000 impressions. More than 1,200 instagram story views 
in total target audience from Europe, USA and Asia. The link that’s feature on the 

Stories alone generates more than 100 clicks. 


